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.%in recent years. Youth unemployment rates have averaged nearly

. -.

4

YOUTH LABOR AARRETSSAND THEHILITARY-
.-

.,4

4 . $
.

k

.
by RichardiV.L.,Coopet* ,r

The Rind CorpOration.

,
, I. INTRODUCTION

.

a

t.

4

. . .

'Youth mhemplOyment has become in increasingly important'prblem 0 :
/

. .

20 percent since 1754, andhiv run as high as 40 percent i.n some

segments of the youth'labor market (.g., ack teenagers). Developing.,

and implementing solutions to the youth uneoa loyment problem has there-

'fore become a major concern throughout the po icylmaking community,.
.$ . $,

%
.

.

Befbre'the causes of and_possible solutiods to the.ifonth uneMploy-; .

' 4, ) .

'ment:problem can be identified; however, it is both Important and,

: , A

necessary to develop a better understanding OTthe youth'Iabor market"
.. Ir - , t .- .

spetifically, youth labor fótCe participation and -the, youth job

market. plays suh ali,iliporta t role in theBeCause the military
st

.. -

youth.labor market, the purpose of this paper il:Ce witeicop an

. . . .
.4

understanding of the effects that the military has
-,
on yoOth labor force-

$

.participation and the .youth job market..
, -;

1

...,
...

.. trg
The next section of this paper epics nes briefly. th mi.litaryie

i , - , - r
demand or labor--Le., the military's effett -on the you trjob'market.

4

A r . ... . le
Section III then turns to foCus on'thek suppl.y.tide eftect-Of

'
the

,
-

.

, . .1t
, r,

. % .1?
;

1 .. , l.
, -

. .

*This paper was 1:1ep4aged for pTesehtition,at the iai Conference
Employment StAtistics'and Youth,,Unkveisity of.Cakiforni , Log,

geles, February li -120978. ifie paper"Wa's prepared with ihe support
the U.S Departmentofq,Akor (No. g-91W-H-0653):/".2 .
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oiltitA-sx. That is, it examines the roleof the military in youth
, -

4
Labor supply and human capital 8evelopmenC: Sections,IV And V'

provide illustrative examples of the impdct,of the military on

youth unemplgyment, with.Section IV focusing on demographic

trends o'ver.time while Section V examines the black tnemployment

problem. Finally, Section VI examines theimplicationsof-the

military's role in the, youth lab&r macka for the development of

meaningful labor statistics.
4.

4.
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ITABY THE\DEMAND FOR LABOR
1 I

4

V FP. . 4

Sift A'41.
a

44 . ,

f
. a ..,.% N

, '
. rj ... ..' V . e , *

Becipe the militaiy
\

-is'auch b iajor claimant of thenation's
.

. ,

resources,

kis

enters the

Avmechanigids

nonmarkt

,

and -of youth labor,linspartWcular, it is useful to begin by
. ,;%

Ihe mlitary's demand for labor.. Whether the military

youthlabor market thiough%tra4iItional market allocating

(e.g., Oakes indetherlinducementp to join) or through

*tll'ocatingmechadrisms te.g.,.the draft),.he military demand

-for labor can e important effecter on the size and composition of
44 4

-the youth labor force. That.is,.the youth labor force is shaped in
.. 0

. - 4 ,.

rsignificant ways by both themilftary's aggregate demand for labor
,,, .

.1_
' .

'and.theamordaspecifio policies that govern the use of military

persohnel durktetheieseryict)careers.
.,

The discugsion below therefore centers on
.

the demand for military
a a . ..ffk

labor.'. If, ag is / se.lot the ca the = military's demand for labor made
. . y v

.

iup, say, 0,1 peecent ofthe labor force, qtvi the subject might be

o

interesting, btu. of only academic interest, *If, as is actually the

case, the military Talses'up'aignificant.share of the youth labor
.at° ..

,

force741 the neighborhood ,W10 to 20 percent--then this question of

.- . ,

*1 N

,demand Vidomes,cif snprerie.,POlicy importance. To,the extent that labor,
. ..

statistics are ndt 4eSigned to measure the military's effect on either-

..

the size or composition 'Of ChiOrbuth labor force; these statistics are
. ',.

;.
(

accordingly less usefol for policy purposes.
.

a .

x 4,
Recognizing theimpprtane4"-of the demand side of the equation,

'''. e - 'V
'

the discuision belowfoct&esAiist on the overall size of the military,
z.. . .- .., ..4,..'

.,
sand tl;en'turng to thA.impapt,orthe military on the youth labor.. .,

4 414 ekeC .in .
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SIZNF TM MILITARY,

k .

With its 4 to-5 million employees, depending on who all is counted,

V. .

and itf approximately $400 billion worth of land and capital in fiscal
10

/ .

1976, the Department.of Defense is the single largest employer of
A

resources the nation. The,military's capital stock consists not

oily ,of s ch obviously' military items as .tanks# ships, and aircraft,

Alht also the more mundane items such as Foeklift trucks, buildings,
, 1

0 deski and file drawers, and so forth.

The military's labor force includes about 2.1 million active, duty

uniformed personnel, about 1 million reservists (i.e., the soAcalled

"weekend warriors"), 1 million direct -hire civilian personnel (of

which about 600,000 are in white-collar occupations, while the remaining
, 4

400,000 are in blue-collar jobs), about 100,000 indirect-hire civilian

personnel, 500,000 contract-hire civilian personnel, and about 250,000
,,_

nonappropriated fund employees.]1] For most all of,the civilian

person91, however, there is little difference between their employer

and regular civilian employers.(2] What islunique about the military,

11] "Direct-hire" civilians are those civilian employees '

i

$4

4.
.

maintained directly on the defense payroll. "Indirect-hires" are , 1
those foreign nationals working on U.S. installations abroad who .

'i ,.

are formally employed by the host nation, but whose costs are :
...,

actually paid by the U.S. military through a wimbursement , .
....,

program. "Contract hires" are those individuals who, though
.

actually employed by civilian firms, perform contract,iervices
such as aircraft maintenance, janitorial services, and kitchen .

. 4
. .

duties for the military. (Contract hiies do not, however, ,.t
,

include those civilian workers engaged in the production of . .

,.. t..

equipment and construction ultimately purchased by the military;) lhi-

"Nonappropriated fund" civilian personnel are individuals who are %.
.

paid out of funds not budgeted out of Congressionally
a

"k '".Vrt a ' 9
appropriated funds. These are largely employees of,mllitiry . ,
commissaries and post exchanges who are paid out of the funds - ..*:.

..

,

. generated by the sale of goods and services: . -.. ' .i.-

.

12] There are some "dual-hattedr.ciViliais, primarily maintenance'
technicians, who though employed as civilians, are alio membettopf:

. .the reserve forces. t ' .

.-

-,;'. '.

.
4

.,. . .

,
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though, are military personnel. For the most part, the discussion in

this paper will focus on active duty personnel, but ibis importint tc;

recognize that the nearly'1 million reservists represent an important

'type Of second.job holding; and'need4to be examined accOrdiniTy.[1]

. Even when we focus only on military pn? onnel, Fig. l'makes it

clear that military personnel comprise a significantjortion of the

' UrS. male labor, force. In the immediate post-World War II period,

male military personnel made up ailiata.5 percent of the total male

workforce, but this jumped to nearly 7.5 percent during!the Korean
.

' conflict. BetWeen the Korean and Vietnam mss, male militiry personnel0 a
-

made up betlin 5.and 6 percent of 4,61.S. male labor force After
4)

jumping up, to more.than 6.5 percent during de Vietnam War, the

4

'propbrtion of the U.S. male workforce in the military has declined to

between 1.5 and 4 percent during the past several pipxS. Thus,

although not a dominant factor in the male workforce, the military

has nonetheless maintained a significant share of the labor force in
.

' its ranks during the entire post-World War II period..
/

Ns
THE YOUTH LABOR MARKET

Because the military,maintains a "closed" personnel system, the

foregoing understatei in an important way tie impact of the military

on the youth labor market. That is, the military mai tains an "up

through the ranks" personnel system, with little lateral entry. This

r

1 For a discussion of moonlighting and_the resbrves, see.
Bernard D. Rostker and Robert Shishko, Air Reserve Personnel Study:
Vnlumegi. The Ali Reserve Forces and the Eciomics of Secondary
Labor Market Participation-, The Rand Corporation, 1973; and Robert
Shisbko and Bernapi. Rostker, "The Economics of Multiple Job
Holding," AmericanEconomic-Review, LXVI, (June 1976).,4

4
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And (3) 18-19 year-olds.
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mean!, then, that the military's major influence on labor markets is
*.e

at the entry point, typically the crop of recent college graduates for

the officer corps, and the'recent crop,of high school. graduates for

the enlisted ranks (althodth about 35 percent of enlisted recruits are

nonhigh school graduates). Asia reglilt, about 90 percent of all

enlisted personnel join the military between the ages of 17 and.20

years old% (1)
0

The implications of the clostd military Oersonnel,system for

the youth labor marktt can bq seen in Fig. 2, which shows that between

the 1950sand m'id 1960s, roughly half of all youngmenrehching military

age served in themilitary:' By the mid to late 1970s, however,'

declining military force sizes and a substantially lziger youth cohort.

meant that only about 1 out of every 5 young men would serve In the

military at some time during his life.[
;

A somewhat different perspective on the effect of the military's

demand for labor on the youth labor market can be seen in F. 1

shown earlier. Specifically, Fig. 1 also shows the proportions of the

.18'to 19 year-old youth 1 bOr force and 18 to 24 year-old labor force

employed by the military. According to either of these measures, we

see that between 20 and 35 percent of the youth labilr force was

employed by the military from the time of the Korean build-up through

the Vietnam War. Only since the endof the Vietnam War, with the.

(1] Because f the "oldest first" draft policy of the 1950s and
1960s, significa t numbers of personnel then entered the military in
their mid-twent s.

12) In far , these demographic trends, more than anything
'else, were res onsible for the demise of the drift. That is, the
growing popul ion base not only created enormou inequities (since
ajpmall few w uld have to helir the "burden" of military service,
while the va t majority could escape serving), but also made it
possible to attract sufficient numbers of volunteers without the
thipat of draft.

4Imm

$11,

4o.
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corresponding reduction in thilitary force strengths and simultaneous

:`

, .

./,
increasein the youth pOpulation cohort, has the proportion of the

.
I A,

youth cohort employed by the military dropped significantly--.it its

current level, about-10 percentj1) Thils, no matter how we measure

military. is'an important, and tu somecasesthe dominant, player

in the 'youth labor.market.' Accordingly, policy changes affecting the .

numbers of young men entering thesmilitary--and/or the nature of their
,,,

military servicecan have i significant,impact on the size and
. .

. . - ; '

composition of the youth.lOor force.
,

. "In addition Lo the quantitative side of deiand, there is an-
' . N.

important qualitative aspect to-the military's partiEipation in the .

. ,
. _

youth lagoc market. Specifically, the military uses avariety of

criteria to screen potential applicants for enlistment. The individual
I

must first-take athental aptitdde test, the results of which are used .

to classify the individual into one of five so-called mental categories

(with Mental Category.' representing theitop 7 peicentNofthe,population'

.

and Category V representing the bottom 10 percent). Those classified .
. , . .

, . .

... ,

into Mental Category V are legally ineligible to serve. Others
. .,

ineligible include those who fail to pass the medical egaiin

as well as those who.faiPto meet certain other criteria
A .

on,

as a

check of polise.neeordst talks with high schools counseloys, a so

forth. 04eloall, about 40 out of every 400 applicatits fOr enlistment .

ere rejected outright.

only allows some Mental

schooldroimilts to.join.

Moreover, of the remainder,,the military
a

CategoryIi,(i.e., below average) and high

Nate 'that these measures of the military's 'pinetratio'n,.

exclude members of the reserve.forces.

12

r,
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The end' esult o f supply behavior (on the paifof the individual)
. I .t°

; ,

.thand this, demand behavior (on the part of the militaet ) ,can be seen in
4' I;

t
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4

Tables 1 And 2,.whicl Compare taltlezntat;aptitude and educational

. , . ....

c,1',..-mF;4, attainment, respectively, Of military recruits with.theittlcivilian
1 . .

`al .
. counterfarti..(1.],- In general, these comparisons show that '4e

r

0
military-takes in a reasonably representitive sample ofthel,nation's

youth. In terms Of the nation's policy toward youth and youth* :
0."

'

,4. .... uneinploym'ent, Tables 1 and 2 establish the important.14t that thei ' . . . *

41;m41', military does not draw narrowly from any, one 'segment of sodiety;(21

P,;;.

t
',. rather themilitary plays a significant role in most.all

_
segmenti o

; -,-,f-
. a ...

. . ...
.

'; jthg_msle youth labor fprce. 4
#

k,..
. ,

I
Fin011X, tne'discussion of the military's

0
paticipation.in the

,. 4.
youtirlabor marketAiould.not be complete without giving consideration:.: - n

41.(tetwo:sge&alpsues: the use womeneAn the Allitary and the
-.1,. ,

cit.:.
.. 4.ap

t -
....

. - , .

. racial comOsitionof new recruits. Although participation of women
. . .

in.* armed forces was limited li.ii law to no more tha4 2 percent of )....

4a.' /
(1) That is, theory tells us that supply behavior should lead.

to fewer (than a random sample of) very high mental aptitude -,

individuals joining the enlisted ranks, since -the enlisted halts
.. correspond more or.less with blue-collar occupations and since these

very high mental aptitude youth are more likely t4 attend college. 1

. On the demand,sidf, the military limits (and in some cases excludes
.

.
, outright) the numbers of below average mental aptitude and nonhigh

school graduafes,:so,the bottowend of the mental aptitude-and
Aclucation41 attainment spectra'will also. tend tobe "under-represented.
Thui, the enlisted ranks of the military would be expected.in have

, - proportionately fewer mertibe'rs from the very, top and bottom ends of: ;,

*1
'

the mental aptitude spectruM or from:those with post-secondary and:no

..,.. pecondarreducatioi: 40rmAissioned officers, On the other hand, are
drawn exclusively fr he college graduate popplaigon.) Note,

however, from Tables and 2 that enlisted recruitlyareAmite repre-
sentative of the upper end of the noncollege civilian population-i.e.:, .

.

. those individuals corresponding mosbi closely with enlisted occupations.
.

; , : -
12 Other workby the author Arms that.,the,m4itary draws

,, .

4 r4nsitabl*representative sample ,of f America-. nlauth in othey dimensions
as well, such as region af-origin and socioeconomic backgrou* See
Richard V.L.,Cooper,Nilitary Manpower and the All-Volunteer Force, .

The !land Corporation,: Septedber 1977. . ".

. .
..........

...i. .. 13
.

w.
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. Table I

Distribution of Enliited Accessions and the General
18 to 21 Year-Old Male Population by Mental Category

(percent)

US Population: Male 18-21 Year-Olds

Mental' All Non-College
ate /Dt Draft AVF All Non-V All Non-V

IV

.

6"

31

43

19

3

.32

57

8

7

28

34

. 21 '1,"

to

TOTAL lod loo 100

8

31

2

22

2
25

38 39 45

23 24.. 28

13
. .

100 100 100

Source: Office, Assistant Secretary of Defense (4inpower and
'Reserve Affairs).

,

,
14
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Table ,2

Educational Attainment of Enlisted Accessions
and.the V.S. Male Population

.(percept)

Maximum
Educational .

Attainment

: College Grad,

S'ome&Zlege/

High School Grad.

%Some.High School

.
kiementary

r 1
r

A

4

bEnlisted U.S. Male Population.
4

'Accessionsa':
All
18-22

Not in School
18-24. 18 -21

Blue Collar
25-44Draft AVF

A

'3 1 8 , 7 1 3

- 13 5 26 13 12 12

54 59 41 46 49 48

26
v. 35 .619. 22 27 21

414 1 6 11 12 16

a- 4
_Source: Office,Aasistant Secretary of Defense CMampower and

*serve &fairs)
b ..Soured: U.S. Bureau of the Census 6d ,U.S. Bureau of 4e,

Labor Statistics. . 1,.

.cfncludes GEDs- -i.e., thine who have passed a general high school
equivalency test, but Who do not possess a high school diploma,.

r

,

41.

.15
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military persohnel sXrengtho prior to 1972:,

. . . .
.

nowt largely OfieTtboxonly major regaining
'.

4 -* 0
. . 4 -

.11 C -

are not'to,be,employed in "c mbaerthough
k

-

these restrictions are'

restriction-befngfhat women

the definition of combat is.

'less than cleat' cut) a result,, participation df.woen'in the
, ., ..

.. ... ..1/4

armed forces haeincreateli SignifIcantly over the past five Years, up
4.

to 'pore than.5 percent of Nittal military .personnel,today--i.e.,.,,
_ sar - .. , -

currently there abod'114,000 wamen in the military. lurthei
.

f ,.. M
...

increases are planned, suet thaLwomnAn. the military should number
.

9,:t.,-

between 150,000 and 2001000 by the ,1980s. .Morepver, women are being
, . ,

. .

N used, in a variety of "nontraditional" jobs., That is, whereas women

were once limited mostly to certain Medical and iaminiitrative
o

* 4

occupations, today they areenteringa variety of occupational areas
. .

such astruii'df5er, aircraftimechqnicVand in some cases oombat

support, among other
areas.-Thus,V;

-the military, which once only had a

lr
minor role in the female labor mprket, is now taking a much Aare

active,role and will contPue to do so in the future.

" . .

,For.a.variety o4 reasons, mostly economic in nature, the military
* .

"

_
,

entoya an even more s*Oreintial participation in the black youth labor
. .. .1

-- market than it does for the youth labor, market as a whole. Unlike
4 _

. .

some.areas of the civilian abor market,' where blacks often fade

inferibrPeconogic opportunities, the%miliVry does not discriminate
. .0

1.- *cording to race .(and, been perceived by large numbers of

-
...black,yoUth), Ae a result, 'blacks have historically served in larger
e

.4n .

numbers relative td their:population tha haw nonblacks. Indeed, %
. . . 4

whereas the military employs about 10 percent pf today's total 18 to
4, , -

.
. . ,

24 yeaeold tale lab r.force, it`-employs nearly 20 percent' the
-I-,

-
- .

$

O

A

r-?
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4 . .,
thick mile 18 to 24 yearvld-laboi force.. [1] -Ialgreasing

k:
.

0., ,. ,
,

.participation
.

of black college graduates in.the officer.dorps-is '

i'04- . - , . . 4 ?

perhaps even more impressive. Whereas blacksmaae.up only / percent "

I $
. .,

Of a]jnew officers in,1960, today they make up about 7.'!percent of tfee-
. AT

,. .. I , .

. 1

-142
,

a

.

A

.

total.
..

Thushnot'only is .the military an` important factor in the youth
.

labor market in total, it:is oincreasing importance for certain
..

'
'segmeita- of that market;' especially minorities and women. Stated more

simply: :the above discussion has shown that. the military is sg.!.,
. ) .

. .

impotent fictor in the, demand sid4 of the youth labor force.*_0,46.
1

w,
.

...-
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.

SECULAR, CYCLICAL, AND SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN THE
. .

-
MILITARY'S DEMAND FOR LABOR

Because the military plays such an important 'role in tlae youth labor,

. 'market, variations in the military's demand for Pabor can have an,

important effect on both thesize of the, civilian youth labor force

. . .

andon'the employment and unemployment prospects for these Ails.
.

Three kinds of variations in the military's demand deserve attention:

' secular, :cyclical:, and seasonal. ' . ..D

1] The proportion of new recruits that are black has,in fact
' increased significantly 6Ver the past 10 to 15 years, from about

4, 8 percent in 1960 to some 16-18 percent today. The primary reason
for this increase is the increasing proportion of black youth found
eligible'for military service. During the mid 1950s, only about
12.. proint of black youth were classifiddhintO Mental Categories I-III

., the upper 70 percat.of the mental aptitude spectrum)--that
-isy the so-called "prime"manpower pool. Today, between 45 and
54 percent are so clasnified..As a result, blacks haye increased
their share of this manpower group from 2.9 percent'ercent in the. mid,.

1950s to more than 7 percent today.
.
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r fi

s can be .seen in Pigs. 1 and 2 shown _earlier ,(and as will be show

.

.

;01i
1 , iater in'Fig.' 4), there has'',heen a,sdcular, trend toward smaller military " : N.,

, .

.. . .
.

. . y
..

,

.
4 . .

. ) force since the mid-4950s(excepting.of Course for the Vietnam War). I.

/ . .
. .

Lookin ahead, however,, we expect forces to stay at approxi-
,

le.

A . . 4. t
o 1 p 4

mately heir current levels-Taboutt 2.1'thillidh metiers/ in;*.the active
4 :

duty,fer. ep, In other,words, barring major unforeseen circumstancpa,
. \

..
such as tibther war, we hould':not ,expect to. see'msjor secular trends

4,
in the si*e of military, forces, and hencai in the auittberi of youth

. ,

k
o . ..

employ ed * the militity.
,,

, .

. , , .1 t

,

.
In the case 0:

,

cyclical variations, thJ individuallrilitary ,

a-

services exhibitservices seem to some cyclical reetuiting patterns (e,$., the
. N

Navy seems t still-have a' four-year recruiting cytiie, which is a
.

.
.

. : 4:
Department

. ,.

result, of th' Vietnam buildup add drawdonl. For the Department of

Defense as a N4 hole, however, there is not much cyclical variation in

s' I

the demand for Aabor, simply because the cycles of the individual

, Services hem tended., to he offset one Apther, Thus, cyclical

.
variations in the -demand for .labor on, the part .01 the military would

.

not seem tet,p0Sa significant-probleMi for the youth Iabof force.

Finally; there are significant' seasonal & ariations in the military's..

: A . .,

demand for labor, but this seasonal " variation is a supply-side not a

demand-side phenomenon:. That is, the military has adapted itself to

i
the seasonal variations .in 4ectuies -Seeking to join the military.

a ' c 4

Specifically, the militiry Tecruits particulSily large numbers in the

,..5/.

. sumimer and fall months-i.e., following Jiltie high school graduation.
r

-. o

4

4

a
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c'
A An, seasonallZiationslin e military's demand `f

4, .. ...... .

lidtaRpear to.pose significant roblems for the youth

. In cotlusiov, tjiere have blOen secular and cyclic
1 ., 1 . i

i.
:. )2 storicaill in the-military!i demand for labor, but

pb

ll

..\'

or lab r wOuld

labor force-Ell-

1 flue uations..

heie hlye been a

etnam Wirt.

I

, sult of declining force sired, and the Korean and V
1

I

B rring another major buildup ixfoffe-sliemyve would not expect much

:

.. , - 1

:further secular sr cyclica4 vaiation in the size of military forces,

or in the miLitary's demand f 7ryouth labor. Although there is in fact

considerable seasonal variati n iii the military's demand for tabor,1
I

. i .

this works.with,r4her than against, youth labor force participation,
I .

ssince the military is Merely

'',enfering the job market.

v.

11) During the draft, t
in the demand'Iwr labor, sin
make up for recruiting short
This probably causedgrenter
than the current seasonal va
!supply of 4ndividuals enteri

,
..

,A

1.

1

4

.
T.

esponding to the supply of new recruits

ere wap. far less seasonal variatOn*
e the military could simply draft to
ells in the 'off" recruiting months.
distuption to the youth labor force
iations which are in response to the
$ the youth job market,. '

.

s

A
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MILITARY SERVICE AND fHE SUPPLICOF LABOR

14mination.ofithe supply side of youth participation in the
. 4.

,militdy is important for two main reasons.. First, the continuity

between milkiary'arid civilian work experience' is much greater than.is
. .

, \
sometimes

,..'

:perceived. Thats, there are sufficient similarities between

military kddliyilian employment that movement between the two sectors

is frelitvitly idite d*sy. Every year, hundreds of thousands of yOung. .

men leave..the civilian youth labor force to join the military, just

as hundreds ofithoustnd.s of youhg menlaaie the military to rejoin the

eivilian-youthl labor parket. This meap that modest variations in

the Vlariables kfdcting the desirabpity
4 ,

:1, employmeht:canlhave a significant eirct

and civil yout
1

labor markets.'
.

Second, m litary employment provides the indiiiaual with the
7

4
,

opportawity to accumulate significant amounts of human capital. This

", 6

fr

of military and civilian .

on the flow between military

human capital, in turn, gan frequently beiused to obtaih, su sequeni

civilian emilOyment. As aresult, the military can affect.not only

the size of,k.h

aspects of tha

. ,.
$ ,.)

.civilian youth labor fore?, but also qualitative

manpower pool, such as tht:skill and education mix of

members'of the youth labor forge.

The follo ing discussion examines these supply side aspetts of

/0
1

military ePplo ent, focusihg.first on the decision to join'the

military, then the military work experience, and, finally, the

decision ,to stay or leave the military.

20

1.
4
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THE D OISION 6:140IN THE MILITAR;

10.
T

4,Vhen an individu joins the Military, he orlihe leaves the '

"

civilian work force. Because of'this, it is important toexamine various

aspects of the decision to foini as discussed below.

-

Factors Affectin the Enlistment Decision

Models of enlist ent supply have been the subject of a considerable

amount- of reseach for at. least 10 years.. Among those studying the

enlistment decision a e economists, sociologistS, and psychologists.'

formulatO the enlistment decision as a modelThe economists tend

of occupational choic where the individual presumably we&ghs the

various advantages aer disadvantages of alternative employment options

t..._

and chdoses the one that maximizes his Or her utility. Although these

are certainly not th only models used to explore- the enlistment

. .

'decision process, they are probably better developed than those of

the other disciplines. [1j '

Generally speaking, models of the enlistment deciiioii, irrespective

of their diiciplinary origin, have highlighted a number of factors as

. critical in theindividual's.decision about whether or not to enlist

in tht military. raportant among these factors pre certain economic.,;

variables, including the wage rate offered by the military, the

..7)--
potential earnings from civilian employment and the chalices for

4

obtaining civilian employment (as reflected by the unemployment iate).

Economic-factors%are tertaidly not the only variables to affect'the

individual's decision to enlist, as surveys consistently' show a number

111 As various data collection techniques such as survey
have improved, in recent years, so have the, enlistment decision
models of the other academic disciplines, especially sociology and--
=pgychology. 21

/
.
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orother,factors to likewiie as important, such as the training and

job experience' offered by the military, the chance to travel and "see

the world," patriotism, and a host of other factors too numerous to
., .

mention. ;
i

.. .
q .

The point is simply that the enlistment decision is shaped by , -
6-- a

.
. ..

.

many different things, so that modest changes in one or more of these ..,

can significantly affect both the number and types of individuals

wholoin the military. To illustrateya variety of economic supply.:

studies conducted over the past-10 to, 12 years show that if the As

military pays a wage approximating that earned by comparably aged
.

and educated civilian workers, the military can attract between 15

and 20 perzyof a given youttecohorf into military service.f1)
. ,

. .

- Mbreover, most of these studies show th t the elastiCity of supply

with respectto pay is somewherein the neii6Orhood of 1.0.
4 .

... ,

b

(Actually, estimates of the enlistment supply elasticity range from
.

.

abbut 0.5 to 2.0, with 1.0 representi probably the best guess.) )

That is, a 10 percent increase in the !military wage rate will yield

approximately a 10 percent increase i the supply of labor to the

military. Conversely, as the.chances for obtaining civilian

employment decrease, the supply of 1 bor to!che;military also

increades. Again, most studies done over the past severaf.years show

unemployment elasticities Of betwee 0.1 and 0.4. In other words, a

I See, for example, Dorothy Amey, et.al.; Supplirlstimation
Of Enlistees to the Militaryl Gene al Research Corporation, McLean,
Virginia, June 1976; Alan,E. Pechter,_ "The Supply of Enlisted Volun-
Leers: Comparisons of.Pre-AVFAtudies with Volunteer Enlistments,"
in Richard V.L. Cooper (ed.): Defense Manpower Policy] The Rand
Corporation, forthcoming; Sttart H. Altman and Alan E. Pechter, "The
Supply of Military Personnel in the Absence of a Draft," hmerican
Economic-Review, LVII (May 1967); and Harry J. Gilman, "The Supply
of Volunteers to the Military Services," in Studies Prepared for the
President's Commission on an All- Volunteer Armed Force, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,HoWember 1970. 2.

_ 2
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. .

0 percent increase in the unemployment rate will lead to a 2 to 4

peicent increse in enlistment supply.

The implication of these results is clear. Specifically, as the

military makesits employment offer more (less) attractive relative

to civilian employment opportunities; the militpry-can expect to get

#
. more (fewer) individuals to join. In other words, there is not a

well defined'line separatkng military and civilian employment. This

means that in studying the factors affecting the youth labor forcer

c---
and youth.unemployment, it is imOortarit to recognize 'ple,role the

military ploys. in tryidg to attract young men and women,

Military Earnings

As indicated abnve,iprevious studies have shown the importanCe

of military pay for enlistment supply. In.this regard, Fig. 3 shows

that military pay for new recruits pas, changed significantly during
. . .

the course of the'past 10 years. Specifically, with the-pressure

of the draft, there was no'"need" to pay military recruits a market

wage. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3, the wages earned by military

recruits remained virtually unchanged from 1952 thrOugh 1965, and

from-1965 to971 they'received only cost-of-Urn-pay increases.

Although these wages were sufficient to attract some'"true volunteers,"

the draft or threat of the draft provided the vast. majorityl,pew

recruits.111

Given the demographic trends shown earlier in Fig. 2, it is

clear him inequitable the selective service draft had become 1:5, the

L] During the 19508 and i960s, about one-third of new recruits
were "true volunteers"; about one-third were "draft-motivated"
volunteers.(i.e., individuals who volunteered in order to avoid being
drafted, but who.would not have enlisted in the absence of a 4raft);

and, about one-third.were,drafted outright.
,

23
4
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t
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.1,4 .

o
.

late 1960s. That is, only;about'one-fifth of the male military aged

01:iulation would have to bear the burden of serving, while the other

. .

four-fifths could find more lucrative civilian employment:* The
% fk' .

. ..

President's, commission oil an All-Volunteer Armed Fbrce recommended
..

0
'7.t-

0. ., .
.

. .

Chit this pay discrimination be elimilated. Congress concurred and
% 1 , .

ra d recruit pay to a leyel,earned by comparably:age d and educated

civilian workers (basically 17 to 20 year-bld high school gracidates),

the results of which can be seek in Fig. 3. The effect of this,pay

. .

raise was substantial. In fact, by 1975the military had doubled

the.numbez of true volunteers joining relative to 10 years earlier.

Again, the more general point to be drawn from this is that as

the'military changes one omore of the aspects of the military

employment offer, there will be a significant impact on the size and

composition of the civilian youth labor force.

Pre-Service Employment. and the Military
4

It is important to recognize-that many individuals joining the

, military come not only, from the ranks of the unemployed,:but directly.

from previous civiliaeemplcIpent. A recent survey by Gay, for ,

example, shoo that about 20 percent of the 18 year-old, enlistees.

in 1974 were unemployed prior to enlisting, but that about'35 percent' 1

were employed part time before enlisting and 45 percent were employed

full.timV1) For those individuals employed prior to joining the'

military, there

offer thal they

were obviously aspects of the militiry'emplbyment

found superior to their then present civilian

employment. In other words, the military does often compete directly

11) Source: unpublished tabulations pyovided by Robert M. Gay,
The Rand Corporation, 1976.

2 5r
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.

with sivilian %employers for young recruits. This is not altogether
-. .,. . .

Ill
. x

t surprising, though', given'the Rinds of-work that young members of .

. .

the labor rce often find available. That is, hot only id, ft harder

.Cts
P

)
.

for these /bung miters of the Labor:force to find'work, as reflected
_ , . .41. it

Y.." by'high youthtnemployment rptes:lut the "'acids. o'f jobs they can
1

.

s : .
,

.

obtain fricently offer less in thewey of wages,challenging work,

chance to

Can offer

and women

alumulate human canital, an4'so
,

. -Yet, it is precisely for these

b

sea...military employment asTtfieir
' s.

.

than the military

reasoos-tht4many young, men.
0

firs secad job after

.14
-far*

leaving school.

The implication of this is clear. Although there are many young

-men and women who would enter the military under no circumstance,

there is a sufficiently large portion of the_yoith labor force that,

given the'proper set of inducements, would'(and iniSct do) join the

'military. Thus, analysis 'of the youth 'labor market bo- th supply and

demand;'- take military imust,tae the mitary nto account. 0. yr

'," .1)

.
. ,44.

THE MILITARY Y-WORK EXPERTENEE .

ay: VP

,Once in the military,,,t4i individual obligated f4- a period of
., .. .,t,r. . . . ,

....,

: service,, g.16144.1*iunning th%Iteto Six years. That is,'41like
. .

:4. .
civilian employertmkAlitary can obligate for a period of

,t,
1 11.,

:#4

I
service.11] The discuision here Lc4 ks briefly at the nature orthis

mi,litary work experience, including

a "likely to get, as well.as the accumulation of huma404:pitaL by

he occupations hat new recruits

4.
aft itary personnel.

(11 There are ways, however for the indiVidual to git out of
.

his:oz her contractual.obligation .

I

,.

% , ,1
, .

26
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'Occupational Mikof the Military

' Although it.is freqbentko view e military in terms of the

. combat #rms, tt is important to recognize that the military Consists

$

O

O

I.

of a wide range ol.occupations;'bot at all alike what ode finds in

the civilian sector. Id fact, Table +3 shows that the combat arms

ccupations makeup only ahodt 10,percent of th entire enlisted

work force. The other 90 percent is made up"by such diierse occupations

as aircrat mechanics, medical and dental specialists, radi!r repairmen,

radio operators, carpenters and plumbers,',Military police, intelligence

experts, vehicle mechanics, and a host of other specific occupations.

In other wordsA, young men and women joining the military find virtually

.

as many different types and kindarof jobs in, the service as they could

in the outside civiliin world.

IP
Moreolier; as, part of j he Move to,the alavolunteer force, it is

frequent to find younkmmand women joining the military to work

specifically in a riarricular job of at a partic lar btilitary

,

installation, .or with fertebula? mi

stories abouWthe individual.who WAS
'

. Army co*' or the cook who was forced to become a vehicle mechanic,

litary unit. Once frequent

an engin'er but forced to be an

.

tastes and aptitudes with otual, job.assTgnments411

.,

/and so forth, are: not ool not common, they are rare. The military

services have Made significant striatts in beater matchilioftOdividuals'

The foregoing not meant as ad qdvertiseMent for military
A"service, tut rather as an indication of the very wide range of

occupationa l specialties that young men and women joining the service
. 4 P . ' 1 $. .

I

.. -----Tfrlfw major problem here-, however, is that young recruits
are fie'quently unaware of what they do and do not want to do. lb
faCty for many, it fithisindecision that leCto-theirjoining the

lmiitary.
fl 4, 477 is

a , .

0 eta,.t
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)tble 3

DistribUtion'Of the Force by'

Occupational Area: FY748

5 I'

.y

Officer Enlisted

Occupation Percent Occupation PerceAt
I 3

ExecutilAs 1.6 Combat Arms 12.3

Tactical Operations 40.8 Electronics 10.4
intelligence 3.2 Comm/Intelligence 6.7

Engineei/Maintenance 1116 Other Specialists 1.9
. Scientists /Professionals Tit* Elec/Miehanics 21.6

Medical/Dental 9.4 Medical/Dental 4.6
Administrators 12.8' Admin/Clerkt-- 18..4

Supply 6.1 % Service Supply- 11.0

Other 3.8 Craftsmen 4.6
Otherb 8.6

a
Based on "primary1.1.occupatioa designators.
b
Training, Miscellaneous, and Other.- 4
Source; Data were furnished by the Office, Assistant

of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs)

O %

.

t

Secretary

0,
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1

. can and d engage in, and' hat many of these young men and women are

In these occupations as a result of 'their own choice. The
1

implications for the civilian ywth laboF force are obvious, in that

individuals leaving the military bring*Ith.them a set of skills.

.

-acquipd during their military ervice. To the extent that young men

and women are engaged in jobs t are found in the civil sector and

,,
.

that are the types of jobs in which these individuals would like to
- ,

.
,

. ..

continue working; then ther43:k the iAportant issue of the
.),

accumulation of human capitals ps dissussedbelow.

.

the Accumulation of Human Capital

Aslinaicated above, military work experience can be characterized

in economic terms as the accumulation of:human capital'. Some of this

human capital will be of a v*.ry general variety, such ,as the maturity

that goes along with the individual's early Bob choices. Parts of

this human capital'are also very specific--in fact, they 4re spetific

entirely-to the military. Examples of this would be the n4 of

mortars, marching, drill foiliation, add so forth. But a substantial

111- amount of this human,capital may be of the general occupational type

that is transferable to similar jobs in:the civil sector.

thit human capital formation takes place in several ways: through
.

, .

formal school training, through on-the-jOb\trainiag (OJT), and through

actual job experience. The military maintains one of the largest
. .

''educational establishments in thejlation. All military recruits

attend 'basic military training--i:e., the so-called "boot camp." In..

additiOn, about 95 pencent'of all new recruits fttend, for technical

O
schools. In these schoolsr which last *from a few weeks to "as much as

. , .

. .

two years (and average threetb four months in length), the individual
, ,, f.

A . t . A

29
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is taught about his or het'hew job. These classes cansist'of formal
.

lectures and traibing,Admanstration, and actual hands-on experience.
.

The oh-the-job training and actual job experience

constitute anoihei foraiof human'capital accumulation.

the often peotetical nature of formal technical schoo

Oft and job experience may constitute the more significant form of

in the military

In fact, given

1 training, the

.

. hum* capital accumulation.
-

IS,SUM, the militarY.1Jork experience is likely to represent a.

,

. significant amount f liamahcapital formation by the individual..

And this fact has no gone unrecognized by potential recruits, as

, military training an job experience are
,

two. of the most] frequently .

- cited reasons for joi -lig ingthe-first plaCet..

lic: 011.; .

. .
- .

DECISION TO STAY/LEAVE

\ .

.

. ..,

Upon completing the enlistment tour, the individual must decide
.

.
. 4. .

( .

whether to remain in'the m litary (it he ii declared "eligible") or to.r
Nos./. 1..$

4

returnto the 6ivilianUabo force: The discussion focuses on this

decision to stay or leave 4r outlining,. irst; the factors affecting

tpereenlistmeat decision:. second, what individuals do. in their
4

'

post-s mice employment; and third, the migratory effects brought

\

about bypilitary service.
.

.

#

Factors Affecting,thiReenlixtbentlecision

,

As has been the,case wittrenlistment supply, reenlistment supply'

4

has been studied exten
.

y during?the past 10 years.or so. Again,
va.

.

.e. ,

, a pother of different gicadevoic-disciplinespave bei.q'brought to bear

. on. the issue, including economics, 'sociology, and psychology,,emaig
0

. .

30
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4 others. The economic studies tend to sh6 thae.reenlistment supply is

qpiVe sensitive,to military and civilian pay opportunities.
"i .. .

Specifically, theefasticity of supply withirespect to pay has been

shown to be in the neighborhood of 1.0 to 4.0, with 2.0 probably .

representing the best s guessnli This means, then, that reenlistment
.

/ A, . I

V.
4 .

.

. supply is quite sensitive to military pay. That reenlistment siipply

..Ar- i likily to be drawing from a more homogeneous manpoweipooL.7 '

. . .,

Fora varietiof technical reasons, Atudies have been less

should be mare sensitive to,pay than enlistment-supply is not

surprising, though, since individuals facing the reenlistment point

are those who4ave already,entered-the military. That is, the initial

. enlistment decision screens out 4::e individuals most opposed to

o
1. 41 mi{tary" service on "taste" grounds, so that reenlistment supply is

successful in pinpointing,the responsiveness of reenlistment to unem:

plo ent rates, Nevertheless, the conventional wisdom is that
A

ree istmedt supply is in fact quite sensitive to unemployment, and

cas al review of the evidenCe bears this point o4. Clearly, of

ArAv
hOw er, more thorough study ,of this iesue,is warranted before

definitive conclusions can be drawn.
/,

neconomic factors have also been shown to-play an impoitant

role in the individual's decision about whether to reenlist. A

. variety of studies mainly using survey techniques, find that certain

attributes of military service swill either persuade or dissuade.an,

individual from reenlidting. For example, job security isone of

the most frequently.cited,reasonp for individuk)Veciding to reenlist,,

iJ See, piqmple, John H. Enns, Reenlistment Bonuses and
Fast Term Rete ihn, The'Rand Corporation; September 1977; and
.Gary R.Jelson, "Economic Analysis of First-Term Reenlistments
the Army,:' id Studies Prepared for the President's Commission . .

op. cit.

3.
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while the loss of personal iedom is perhaps the dominant noneconomic
q

reason why individuals choose to leave military service after the end
..

. .

of their first term. Since these are clearly not the only factors
v. _-

that affect the individual's reenlistment
4

. is simorfy that reenlistment is a Auction

changes in one or Are of these variables

significantly affect the
*

the civilian youth labia.
a

dedision, the larger point
, 't

of many variables, such that

can in the long run ;

numbers and 'types of individuals reentering /

.

force.

PostSrice Employment

.As indicated earlier, military service may v the

opportunity to accumulate *man capital- -human capital that'can be
a

applied to subsequent civilian empl yment. The extent to which the

AP
military does lead to tile

8

accum ation of human capital has in fact

been the subject of consijerable study during the past 5 to 10

years.111

'These studies of veterans' post-service activities have tended

to focus on one or more oS the following three issues: general'

employability pf milit rr veteranse the extent to which veterans
414-(, 4'

-----Tiriiipafer example, Eva Norrblom, An Assessment of the
Available Evidence on the Returns to Military Training, The Rand
Corporation, July 1977;.Eya,UnfrUlom, The Returns to Military and
Civilian- Training, The Rand.Covoration, Jul/ 1976; Robert B. Richard-
son, "An Examination ofithe Transferability of Certain Military'Skills
and Experience to Civiltan Occupations," unpublished Ph.D. tatipn,
Cornell University, 1966; William Mason, ,'On the Socioecon-,,,, fects
of Military Service," unpublished Ph.D. 4issertation, Univerel y of
Chicago, 1970; Adelel, Hassell and Gary1,11. Nelson, The Eit r, 'on of
Training,Ptemiums for U.S. Military Personnel, The Rand Corporation,
'Mae 19741 and Zvi 0rilichesand Williamtbaeon, "Education, Income,
and Ability,'! Journal of Political Economy, LXXX (May/June 1972).

t'
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..;

,,,employmtnt eor thefi

earninWpf veterans

post-serviceAvilian employment, and the
!

as compared with nonveterans. Althohh these

stu iettlliffer substa ially'in their specific findings, one general

the e does emerge. Spec ically, military service in general does

lead to the formation oehuman capital that can be applied to

tpost-service civilian employment. AJ.would be expected., though,

the degree to which human capital accumulated during,military service

cap} be transfered to the' civilian sector is obviously greater for
.

.

individuals serving in military occupations with more direct civilian
, .

.Acounterparts.

.

In general, these analyses of veterans' post-service employment

-activities show, first, that veterans trained in skill x during the

military tend,to be employed in larget numbers in skill 'x in the

civil-sector than would be implied by a mere random sampling.

`other words, veterans tend to gravitate towards the kinds of occupations

they had in thegilitary. Thus, military service appears to have a

/Poentially impoitant.effect on shaping the kinds of occupations

that;meiabers of the youth labor force will enter in their post-

service
.

tareers.[11 SecondAindividuals employed in a post-service
(4.

occupation similar to their milita occupation tend to show higher

earnings than their veteran counte arts whose civilian occupations

C are not's° directly related. In'other words, veterans' post-service

0( .

[11 Some of. the correlation between individuals military and
post-service activities is explained by the fact that individuals'
pielservice and military occupktions a;lt also correlated, so to
the extent that individuals' pre- and Host- service occupations are
correlated,' so will their military and post-service occupations be.

33
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earnings in'a g

service,win in

ven occupition are higher if the veteran:4 military

731-

related Occupational area.(1)

Part of tie above-cited.earnings differential may be

so- called "cer

minorities and

opportunities

military servi

of greater

this .point ou

to, see greate

civilian emp oyment than do white high school grmduate veterans.

In general, owever, the evidence is sketchy, so fure study_ of the
r A. .

effects of mlitary service on post-service earnings and empl

clearly deserves more careful attention.

to a

ification" effect. That is', for indiViduals
1
spch as

high school dropouts whose economic and empl6mInt

re otherwise more limited, satisfactory cam tion of,

e may be viewed by potential employers as an ndicator

loyability. Casual examination of the evidence bears

as black and high school dropout veterans both tend

gains from their military service in subsequent.

opportuniti

Finall

service

military service has a significant effect on post;

yment activities through the educational and training

benefits o fered by the Veterans Administration. -The post -World War II .

G.I, Bill chicated literally hundreds of thousands of former sericemed.
.

Although he nature of the G.I. Bill has recently changed,(2) the

Military ill continue to/represent a potentially important source
: 4

of educa onarbenefits for America ' youth population. Only recently

It is important to note that thd-studies are far froi
unanimo on this point. However, the studies that fail. to, find
much of a relation have generally been hampered bI data problems.
In case= where, there are sufficient data, they tend to show their

-positiv earnings effect. See, Eva Norblomm,kAssessment of the
Availab e'Bvidence . ., op. cit.

The present day AI Bill is contributory. That is, for
every 'ollar that the service member contributes to hior her
post-s rvice education "fund,d'the Government contributes two dollars.

w
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1

havVAhe effects of military service on military education and .

training )egun to be stildied,[11 so all the effects are far from

UnderstOod. The general conclusioq to emerge fromthis review

of post service activities is that military service has important

effects not only on the size of the youth laboi:'fOrce, but perhaps
t . -

more important, on the compogition of that labor force--especially

7 '1-

the education and skills possessed by former servicemen reentering
. .

i

ivilian life.

.

1.1gration
Ai 4 k V

\ Another possible of military service'is on migfetion
. .

.

paterns of America's youth. These effects have been 'relatively

, 1

unstqdied.thUs

eximP\e, tip4,

-51t.

far, but we do know that militiry retLees, for

to locate'in disproportionately large numbeis near

militay installations. This is because of the benefits provided near

military installations (e.g., commissaries, free medical care, etc.).

Military `service may,have's similar effect .on one -term veterans in

terms Of geographic migration and location, and these effecti clearly
I

1 .

need to be Ltudied further.

411 See, for example, Dave
Jolla T. Warner, "The Effect of M
on Civilian Earningsi" in Richar
Policy, op. cit.

,f

1 *

I .

. O'Neill, Sue Goetz Ross, and
itary Training and GI Bill Training
L. Cooper (ed.), Defense Mopower

110i4ittp.

;111:11Itietl".

am.
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IV. MILITARYAND YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT

.. ,

.

,% The preceding two sections have focused on the military, work,

and the youth labo market in vtry,general teims, A his eectiOn. .

41/4 3
provides an illus rative example of.theie principles, end'briefly '

examines the rela ionship between military labor demands and youth

unemployment.

the bast

unemployment is

youth labor for

carry a limited

,them into the j

young workers i

the youth labo

wiich has been

labor force -'-h

simply becauie

especially giv

The discu

.11. .

. ''.;: -"'qi '41/4

othesis to be. present0 'is that high youth

ue in part to the large growth in t size of the
; ....

e releyre to the labor fOrce in total. Because youth-
'

amount of human capital (.e., jc(`experience) with \

J market, the economy may have diffiClikty absorbing .

1 i

to the work rce. Thus, thevxapidly 'growing size of
; 1 .

[Jo* relative to the labor force as a whole--a trend
. k ti

execrated by declining military demands on the ye:4th-
,

.
to '

meant higher uneMploymentes fqx American youth,

. . .

he economy could not absorb alOrof these young workers,

t

a institutional rigidities stiO as the minimum wage.
\"

sion below first reviews the trends in the youth labor

force. It the turciifto develop a simply model of youth unemployment,
, A .

.

as dutlined briefly above.

0.4

SIZE OF THE YOUTH LABOR FORCE: TRENDS OVER TIME

r4
41

Therehave been ttittAigliificarA 'trends affecting the youth ter
.

. ,

force ver time. OTist, becaupe
.

of the post-WOrldNar II baby boom,
% 4.

.

the size of the youth 'XISkor force has increased substantially relitive
yr N

. ..
to the 0.2e of the total labor -fence 6er the past 20 years.

'*1
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Second; because today's military;forces are smaller than those of the

wtF.

1950s, the military is placing smaller demands on the youth labor

force, not only in a relative sense:but in absolute terms as well.

=

As a result, the civilian youth labor force has grown even more

dramatically percentage wise than bas the total youth laborforce, as

can be seen in Fable 4.. Thus, .the combination of a growing youth
e . ,

populatiopie fewer numbers of youth serving in the military has

, -------
served to

`

o increase the youth ;, hare ofi the civilian labor force by.some

. .

70 to 80 percentowerthe last 20 years. For example, 18 to 19 year-
. I.1

olds made up /1.9 loercent of the total Civilian-14kor force 'in 1959, as

*
f

. compar4d with 5.0 percent in 1976. Similarly,.18 to 24 year-olds made

A up 10i percent of the tOtal ciyilian work force in 1959, iiersus 18.6

percent in 1976.[1f! Clearly, then, there, have been substantial

changes in the composition of the labor force, such that yftt re
.

r*,,, making up an ever larger proportion.
.

-

A SIMPLE MODEL OF YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT
6

4

4

f.

V

For the sake of illustration, this section develops a simple

I

.1

single equation model of youth unemployment. Although this model is

; 7

. , . . .

. . meant to be illustrative.only, as t simultaneous equations system is

probably more appropriate,'this simp'e modePserveito demonstrate the._
.

importance of taking into account such factors as the supply and

.demand of military .labor when addressing. questions related to the

youth labor force and youth unemployment.

s

1 peally, we would focus do the la-to 21 rear -old male
populktion, as this is where the military reachesi its maximup
penetration rate. However, data limitations predluded using this
definition of nyouth.4

37
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A, Table 4

Size of Male Youth Labor Force Relative to Total Male Labor Fore% .

Index

1954 1960 1964 1968 - 1972 1976

.

1849 Year -Olds

TotaltLabOr Force 100 108 115 134 141 152

Civilian Labor-For:r 100 111 114 139 163 111

18-24, Year-Olds

f
Force 100 101 109 125 136 141.TotalIaboi

Civilian Labor Force 100 123 136 146 1771 .190

4
e"4

4

A
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To begin ,with; assume that the youth unemployment rate is a

Tiiktion of the general level -of economic activity--in particUlbr,

assume that 'the'youth unemployment rate is a function of the overall
v,

unemployment rate.

Second, we will assump that an aggregate production function for

the economy as a whole can be stated in terms of various categories of
.

inputs.used in the pioduction proceis. Specifically, wewile-assume

that in addition to such factorPof production as capital,

consumables, and laud, that the production function can be itated in

terms of different categories of labor. For simplicity, We.can define

two categories of labor: inexperienced (i.e., young) workers, and t!

/

experienced (i.e.', older) workers. In general, we would expect these i':

. -"I ,
,

various ruts to the production process to be substitutable for one 4 i
another, but they would also be expected to be, less than perfectly '

:
. .

,

,

substitutable. Therefore, as the stock of inexperienced workers 1
...:4 ,

, ii >-

increases relative to the stock ofexperienced workers,,we would '
11 1 :

, 4

? .

expect inexperienced or young wor find it relatively more
,

.
-1. (,

difficult to secure civilian employment;
1$/;'

In a perfectly competitive economy, this would lead to iAilliin
, -

ft.,
.

1

the wage:rate of inexperienced workers, But, institutional rigjdEties
.

Aw
..

. .

such as the mininhumwage may preclude this lowering'of youth wage rates.
w W

. As a'result, the economy will findlit difficult to employ all the,.
0,1/4

youth who have entered the labor*rce.
A

q.
This leads us to the gimp ik model -6f youjkunemploiment destribed.

earlier. Specifically, we can exprbss you' employ6ent as a

function of (1) the overall unemployment rate, (2) the proportiOn of

the total civilian laboforce that would be c assifiedes

* inexpeyienced or youngorkers.,, and (3) a meap re of the, institutional

-39
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rigidities that work against the employment ofyouth. Forl.he sake of

.

this model, these institutional'rigidities will be measure as the

. .

ratio of the minimum wage to the average houily wage for

. donsuperary production rkers in nonagricultimal empld ent."
MI

Defining "youth" as 18
7

to 19 year-old males, wdobtaiu th e
$

following regression results (standard error s are glvenLin pareu-

theses);

t

f
C 4 ./

e 2

(1) y(t) = :7.782 + 1.864 4(0'4- 1.021 c(t) + 0.156iw(t), R = 0.89
(3.870) (0.170> (0.315) (0.070)

where y(t) = unemployment rite .(percent) for 18-19 yearT,a14
males in'the.civilian labor force in year ti-

u(t).= overall' unemployment rate,(percent) forkhe
civilian labor force in year

I
c(t) = 18-19 year-old male civilian work force id year t

.

expressed as a.percentage'of the total Male
civilian work force,

. ,
. . 4

. . N.

W(0. = Federal minimum wage as a percent of the average
.. 'hourly wage in nonagricultural employment )for .

donsupervisory production, workers, and
0

I

t = 1951, 1976'.

%If, on the othhr hand, we define "youth" as 18 to 24 year-old males,

we get the foflowiqg results:

Air
.(2) z(t) = -1.323 + 1684 u(t) + 0.077 d()4+.0,023 w(t), R = 0.97,'

0(1.520) (0.071) (0.036 . (0.028)

where z(t) leunemployment rate (percent)-for 18-24 year-old males
in the Civilian labor force in Year t,

--01 4(d) .e 8=24 year-old male civilian work force in' year t
ixpreised as a percentage of the total male
civilian workforce,

and theother variablesare as described in equlitiod(1).above.
r.

,

I

..
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X The r ssion results shown .in eqs. (1) and (2) prgOide some.

. e0.-.

,

4e

interesting insights into the determinants of }loath unemployment.

;

,p4

isfe ected, youth unemployment rates are highly correlated with the

unemplo 'nt,rate for the economy as amhole,' Moreover', and again
ii f it.

as expec 'this relationship is stronger-1as reflected by the smaller

4
, 1` standard etior) for the18.14 year-old "youth" population than for the

18-11 year-old "youth" population. The reason for this is simply that

20-24 year-olds are more experienc ed than 18-19 year -olds, and are thus

wore. substitutable for qxberienced workers. Because they are more

substitutable, the employment (and unemployment) experience of

20-24 year-olds can be expected to mirror more closely the employment

experience of the civilian labor forre'as a whole.

SecOnd"i-ioth equations showthat youth's share of the total.:

,4,
civilian labor force is an important determinant of'youth unemployment

.

'rates in .the civilian sector. Specifically, thes.e equations show

that the rapidly increasing -size of the civilian youtii labor force '
.4.

(which, in turn, is due to both the increasing size pf the Mtil youth

t. A
labor foice,end the constant or decreaS4ng numbpr of

.

....

4

kbe military) has been responsible. for at least some
. -

.

increase over tithe in. civilian puthiniemploymentrates.

. ev . .

relatindigip is strspger for the 18-19 year-hp "youth"
. ,. .

,

than for the 18-24yearvold "youth" population (for the same reasons

youth. employed by

of the secular

Again, the'

population

as describeeibove).
4

t

, <

the'increase in the minim

,

wages formoreixperienced workers, has

4youthlinemPloyment rates. .That is, the minimum wage has helped km

um wage over timp%ielative to

likewise served 'to' drive up

4.1,* .

4
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the Marl>from adjusting to'the "excess supply" of youth labor.
.

Given that a'smaller proportion of the 20-24 year-old population would

be expected to have "market cleiring" wage below the minimum wage, %
y .

tbli'eiinimum wake variable behaves as expected, sine it dcerless.:Zrk
.

.
w

.

in equation (2) than in equation (1)- -i.#., it does less. 1011 for

18-24 year-olds than for 18-19 year-olds.
4

Together, then, theie three factmm:i.e., the inseasing size of

the youth population\ the constant or decreasing numbers of youth

employed in the military, and institutional barriers such as the

minimum wage--help to explain why youth unemployment rates have

increased Over time relative to unemployment rates for the generaU

economy.

Jloreover, to the extent that this, simple model, is reasonably
.

accurate, the decline in the youth population that takes place in the

1980s (and the corresponding increase in the older population) means

that youth unemployment rates would be expected to decrease somewhat

In the 1 980s, other things equal. This is not tosay that youth

unemployment will cease, to be a problem' but rather that.Oemographic

trends will finally begin to work, in favor of Teducing youth_

j unemployment rates in the future, esp ly if militaryforce sizes

remain at or neIr,their present ,levels. Indeed, equition (1)

indicites that civilan youth unemployment rates ought to fall by 10

4
percent or so by the mid 1980s.,

TX/though this model was developed °Sly for the ,sake Of

illustration, it demo nstrates ho; impOrtant demographic trends can be,

and specifically bow important the militar50.s-demand for labor is on

the size and employability of the yo uth labor force.

-

4

14
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V. BLACK UNEMPLOYMENT; A SPECIAL CASE

--

One of.the most troublesome-aspects of the recent economic

' recession has been the particularly higlrunemployment rates experi-

enced by black youth. Whereas black yolas inthe'civilian labor

force tiadAistorically (1950-1970) experienced unemployment rates
4 4

about 8 percentage points higher than their nonblack counterparts4W' ' . W.. . .
(about 20 percent for.blacke as opposed to 'about 12 percent, for non-

* .

,

non-

blacks), unemployment rates for blacks jumped to about twice those

of nonblacks during the height of the economic recession--35 percent

for black,16 to 19 year-old males, versus about 18 percent for,non-

blacks UnemploymeSt.problems' montblack youth have accordihgly

become a very serious and well-macognized problem.

Some insight into this black youtr unemployment problem -can be

e
.gained by examining the role of the military in the youth labor.

market. To begin with, recall that' the military classifiaprotpective
. .

recruits irirto
.

one of fiqe so-called mental categories, with 'Categories .

representing the upper 70 percent of the mental aptitude spectrw

(i.e, the "prime" manpower pool). Using results developed el,phere

by the author 11j, columns (1) and (3) of Table 5 show the distribu-

tions of the'black 'and nonblack 18 year-old populations, respectively,:

according to Mental Category. Consistent with past studies, these

distributions'show that blacks as a whole do not score,as fell onw

the mentaraptitude tests admthiatered by the military as do nonblacks.

4r C.
. ^

+1) See Richard V.L. Cooper, Military Manpower and the All-
VolunteerFarce, op. cit. '

.

...-

.
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t

'fable 5.4

Distribution of the Black and Nonbrace
184YeartOld Manpower Pools According

.4 tp Mental Category: -1974
(percent)

' Black
.

Percentile: Total

(1)

81-100 .45

11.6 32

0-/0 '1

'4

.0;23, 4

.
ulation Nonblack Populatigp

Civilian Total Civilian \

39 84

a4 12'

.0 27 4 5

(4)

83

12

r

.

`Table 6
..

Distriblu'lop.. of tire Black and Nonblack-'
18 rifiteOld ManpowerPools According

.to"ikntal Category: 1974

((00) ,

.0
c k PoNlatiori

tt,1

Percentile' Totalt testy

(2)(

31-100 115, 31

. 11-30 , 81 .

N

,0

6.

0

Civilian

(3) - (4)

,84 1267

Nonblack Population.

Total' Military Civilian

(5) .(6)

139 148

11 17$

0 62

.75 186

59 62
.

`A
.04

4.
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.For example, column (1) shows that about 45 p rcelit of blacks are

classified into.Mental Categories 1-111, whi e about 84 percent of.
.

Unblacks are so classified. Conversely, 2 ercent of blacks are

. classified as Mental Category V (4, hence legally ineligible for

,

military service), as Opposed to only 4 De cent of noblack..

Taking the 18 year -old male population in 1974, columns (1) NEW

.(4) of Table 6 show the numeripl diktrib tions of Black and nonblack

males, respectively, according to Mental ategory. For example, there

were about'115,000 black male Category 1 Ir 18 year-olds in 1974;

versus about 1:267,000honbleck male Category 1-111 18 year-olds in,

the overall population. But, about 31,'00 black and 189,000 nonblack

Categoryij-111 18 year -olds weie in th military in 1974, as shown in

colOmns (2) and (5) of Table 6. The u riecical. distribution of the

civilian 18 year-old black andno k populations according to

Mental Category can then be found by ubtracting column'(2). frai (1) '

and column (5) from (4), respective) . The results are showh in

columns (3).f.nd-(6). The conversio

of civilian 18 year-olds according

di'tributions are'shown in columns

of.the numerical distribUtions

oMental Category to percent,

2) and (4) of Table 5.

Three important findings emer e Horn Tables 5 and 6. First, and

as is generally well recognized, b acks
or
do not score as well on mental ,

aptitude tests as nonblacks. Second, though perips less well recog-

A.

nized, TablI6 shows that the military has been very Successful in

attracting the most able black yonth, insofar is the participation -

rate in the military for Category 1-111 blacks it high by most in

standard. This is not very surer sing, of course, given tha black \
o 7

1 ,A %

youth often face inferior employm nt opportunities in t -.civil, sector,

wheteas.the milittrydoes not.dis riminate according to race.

45
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The combination of the above o findings gives se o the

third: namely, that blackyoutkin the civilian labor pool fall

disproportionately in Mental Categories IV and V. To the extent that

employment opportunities are correlated with measured mental aptitude,

columns (2)'and (4) pf Table 5 help to explain why black unemployment

rates are so ch larger than those for'whites. Moreover, because

the military Is allitorsjicli a large fraction of the Mental

Category I-III black population into service, the youth unemployment
I

rates for black civilians are accordingly larger.

4

b

:16
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vi. compsIoNs
. ,

Two liportant conclusions emerge from the preceding disCussion.

First, the military's demand for labor is an important deterrainatit

$

of both the size and composition o he youth labor 'force. This
.es

'means that changes in the military's demand for labor can have
,/

significant effects on the youth labor market, including employment

prospects, the size of'the youth labor force, and a host of other

variables affectingillerican youth. Second, tAe Military also

exerts a major influence on4the supply-side behaviorf the youth X

labor force. Specifically, American youth have demonstrated'a

considerable degree of mobility between the military and civil

,sectors. This includesboth the initial deoision'about joining the

milj.tar and later decisions about whether'to remain in or leave the ;

military, 'Perhaps the'most significant from the point ofriew of the

civilian trah*'market is the human capital that former Service members

bring back with them when they rejoin the civilian work force.
c

The implications of these findings for the measurement a nd cellec-

. tion of youth labor market information are severdi fold. Specifically,

these implications concern (1) the measurement of youth unemployment.

rate1, (2) the collection of aggr.egate labor force statistics, and
.

.

(3) the collection of special labor force data.

For both theoietical and empirical reasons, the results from the

preceding discussion imply that youth unemployment rates ought to be

defined in terms of the total labor force, not just interms o the

civilian labo'r fo'rce. On theoretical grounds, since military service

*
I

4w
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entirely voluntary, [11 the military competes as only one among

any potential employers for the nation's youth. To be sure, there

are unique aspects of military service, just as there are unique

aspects of some types of civilian employment. But from the viewpoint

of measuring youth labor force,participation and employment, the

'foregoing means: that the military is theoretically little different

from other employers of youth. This is borne out empirically as well.

Not only is military service apparently seen as an attractive employment

option by a significant portion of the youth labor force--between

10 and 26 percent of young.men enter the military- -but members of the

youth labor force have in fact demonstrated considerable mobility

between the milithry and civil labor markets.[21.,in other words,

military service is an integral part of the employment pattern for a

sizeable portion of the youth labor force.

In terms of measuring unemploiLent rates, the above discussion

suggests that those employed in the military ought to be counted as

part of the labor force. Because those serving in the military are,

employed, historical measurements based on the civilian lab force

alone have therefore overestimated "true" unemployment rates, and in

1 On theoretical grounds, a case can be mide(though perhaps
not too persuasively) for excluding the military during periods of
the draft. That is, since not all military $ articipation is voluntary
during a draft, military may be a more separate and distinct Antity
from civilian employment when a draft is present.

[2) If, on the other hand, the military was empirically a
distinct entity from the civilian sector, as in'fact has been the case
in some countries, then h case could be made for excluding the milita0
from labor force measures on empirical grounds That is, if there is

little flow between the military and civil emp&yment markets, then
the inclusion or exclusion of the military from labor force measures
is both leis interesting and less important.
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some cases substantially.(l) For example, tIre current, procedure

- overestimates overall unemployment rates among black youth by40

some 20 to 25 percent--as opposed to a 10 p rcent or so

t
overestimation of white youth unemplOyment ates--simply because

.

9

of black unemployment, it does ug&geit,..that the problem is not

,

such a large fraction of the black youth 1 bor force is employed

I 4.4

in the military.(21 Although this does not dismiis the problem

Ai=

(late as severe as a casual review of an

black youth in the civilian labor force

general, developing more appropriate me4i.e., measuring youth unemployment in i rms Of the total labor.

emIployment rates for

ould seem to imply. In
1

'sures -of, youth unemployment--

force-can lead to more informed polic decisions.

With respect to aggregate labor statistics, the foregoing thould

not be viewed to mean much change in he ways that data are collected

or maintained. That is, although it seems desirable to define

unemployment rates relative to the Total laborlforce, it is useful

to maintain separate statistics on he civilian labor force and on the

total labor force, as is-now the c se. Thisis simply an example of-:

a mote general principle. Specifically, labor force statistics ought

to be maintained for major segme s of the youth labor mar --e.g-,

according to de, race, geOgraph c location, and so forth. That is,

collecting and maintaining statistics according to these major'

segments of the youth labor fo ce helps to pinpoint and spot certain

problem areas. Because the military is in fact an important segmentby
I ,44

1114a
Ili mat is, the Curren procedure omits those empAyed in the

military from the-denominato of the ratio used to calculate,the
unemployment rate.

f2)-Moreover, because he military tends to select the "cream
of the crop" .from among bla k youth, those not serving in the military
would be expected to be th ones that would have the most difficulty .

securing employment, from military or civilian employers.
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of the youth labor force, this suggests,that tge current procedure of
.

maintaining separate labor force statistics for military and civilian

t.

youth employment is a valid one.

Fin although the preceding discussion-does not suggest much

change i the way aggregate statistics'are:Collected or maintained,

does suggest th t special data collection ethods need to take greater

reco military service. For example, a collec methods

4
such as the National Longitudinal Survey, the current Population S

.

the Census, and to forth, should place greatet emphasis on colt ing

relevant inforaation about the individual's military participation.
. -

This would include age of entry into the military, length of service,

rank, occupational specialty, training:received (bothltormal and on-

the-job), etc. That isl it is clear from the limited khowledgl

./ available that military experience and training can 'have an important

effect on individuals' subsequent employment and earnings prospects.

To the extent that current data sources do not properly measure this

training and experience, then we are failing to recognize'the full

effects of alternative policy options. Therefore, greater attention

needs. to be directed toward collecting relevant informatiod about

the,individual's military expgrience, in conjunction with his or her

Aa-

-evilian experience.

.

In-general, this calls for greater coordination of data collection,

'N..
.

efforts between military add civilian authorities. Such efforts are ' '

warranted, not only because youth laborkets4aie 'affected by both

lifitary and civilian work experience, but also because the controlled ,

, .
.1'

nature of the military environment affords the opportunity to examine

c '
certain youth productivity and behavioral parameters that.can be

obseped only witlL great difficulty in the civiliari.sector. For
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example, resent surveys of military

information about the relationships

their earnings prospects, and tbeir

personnel.,ba e,provided valuable

as;eng individ als' attitudes,

l

actual` employment decisions.[1]

This was made possible largely by the fact that the military was able to

first survey tbese individuals, then track idillpapare these indivi uals'
-

actual decisions with what tbey said tbey bid intended. Combined itb (

the vast amounts of information available on the military personae

files, these type$ of surveys can be used to provide valuable info

(nation about individuals' attitudes, supply behavior,%and productivium:
.

not only in the military, but in the civilian labor market as well.

Areas Where sucb cooperation and coordination between military

and civilian data collection efforts could prove tos.he particularly

profitable include certain ongoing and special civilian collection

efforts, including future National Longitudinal Surveys, the Current
,

Population Survey, and 'the Census. Alternatively, certain regular

and special data collection efforts in the military could provi

valuable information to civilian researcfiers and policy m

Examples include tbe annual 'survey of new recruits at armed forces

entrance and examination stations, post-service surveys conducted by

".[1-1 A number of recent data collection efforts illustrate the
point. For example, to estimate the response to the military's
health professionals scholarsbip,program, a survey was administered
to a stratified random sample of medical students across.tbe country.
The survey essentially asked these students to trace out th supply
curve, not only with respect to values orthestipend, but lso
sucb other variabres as tour commitment, residency policy, and sa
fora. The results have been impressive, as pre4ction errors over
the past three years haye been in tbe neighborhood of 5 percent.
In anotber.effort, individuals' productivity on the job was measured.
Combined with tbe attitudinal information also collected and the
information available from personnel files, valuable insigbts bave,
be4n gained about tbe determinants 9, productivity, attitudes, and
supply bebavior.
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the military, attitudes of young women toward military Avvice, and

so forth.

In Vim, this paper has argued that the military is a most important

factor in youth labor markets. On the one hand, the military is a-

%
_ Yl

major source of jobs for American youth, while on the'other, it is'

clear that military experience and training cap p17 a signifiant.

role in the issuesand problems of civilian labor market behavior.
4

4
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